Niscort Fr. Agnel School

Self- Learning Worksheet
Subject- English Class- VI
Determiners, Pot Luck

Q.A Fill in the blanks with a or an where necessary:
1. His son is ----------genius.
2. It is ----------honour to be here.
3.I need to buy ---------------inkpot.
4. We put up at -----------hotel in --------English town.
5. ------------aunt of mine who lives in Mumbai has met with -------------accident.
6. We met ----------American and -------------European at the New Year party.
7. I would like you to give me -------egg,-------slice of bread and ----------orange.
8.In-----------hour, we should be in Delhi.
9. I must buy----------umbrella.
10. It is ----------pleasure to meet you.
11. As a child, I read -------story about ---------unicorn.
12. There was -------merchant in the train who wanted to pit up at -----------inn.
B. Fill in the blanks with a, an, the.
1. Once, there lived-----------absent- minded scientist in -------house on --------island.
2. He is such ----- elegant man.
3. ------------sun appeared in --------sky after five days of constant rain.
4.It is -------unusually hot day.
5. Mix ----little honey with hot water and keep it in -------------glass.
6. -------------Qutab Minar is a magnificent monument.

7.Which language do ----------Swiss speak?
8. I met ---------old man who planned to climb----------------Himalayas.
9.Can you give me ---------one-rupee coin.
10. This is -----useful piece of information.
POT LUCK
Q1.Darkness, as the saying goes, is never more intense than just before the first light of dawn.
Explain.
2.Write a short note on the character of Bhattathiri.
3. ‘I have lost everything in the storm’
a. Who is the speaker?
b. What has he lost?
c. Explain how does the character brings a change in Bhattathiri’s life.
4. State the reason for which Bhattathiri was compelled to open the jars.
5.Do you think dishonesty made Bhattathiri a rich man. Justify your answer.
6. Write a summary of the story. The main points need to be highlighted without elaborating on
any of the details. Read the text repeatedly and underline the main ideas.
7.’It has been given to us for safekeeping’
a. Who said this line and to whom?
b. What was ‘it’?
c. Who had given it for safekeeping?
d. Was the trust placed on the speaker valid? Give reasons.

